PACHINKO is a fascinating game and its mechanism is delicate. Therefore, please read the instruction carefully and know its mechanism for better enjoyment of the game.

HOW TO PLAY
1. Press the shooting lever (#6) down and snap release, then a ball is shot upward into the game which will fall down through the rails, bouncing around and may hit one of the win holes (#1), otherwise it enters the lost exit (#3). Trajectory of the shot balls varies by shooting degree and may be adjusted by control of shooting power.
2. When a ball hits a win hole, one prize ball will be delivered into feeding/receiving tray (#6) and or storage tray (#7) striking the winning bell.
3. If you find the earned balls are accumulated over 100 on the feeding/receiving tray, remove them to the storage tray below through the passage by pressing release bar (#6) to rightward and keep just enough balls to continue the play.
4. In case the balls in the back are almost exhausted, the machine automatically stops delivery of prize balls. This is end of a game and if you want to continue to play, return about 200 balls to the top ball receptacle, then you can play over again.
5. When a ball stuck in the rails or between rails and front window, knock lightly, If it necessary to remove the ball by hand, open the window by lifting up the window lock in the back (#15).

AFTER PLAY
Remove all balls from the machine. Balls in the rear receptacles will be released from retrieving exit (#14) when the ball retrieving hook (#13) is lifted up. Balls in the ball feeding/receiving tray (#6) must be released to the ball storage tray (#7) from where to be removed by your hands. Balls must be cleaned by dry cloth after use. When balls are rusted, they may stick in the passageway, therefore, be sure clean balls after use and clear the passageway with a brush once in a while. Also, lubricate moving parts with machine oil once in a while, too. Then, you can enjoy the game longer.
PACHINKO GAME INSTRUCTION

(ON REVERSE SIDE)
READ CAREFULLY BEFORE USE
DO NOT WIRE FOR AC OPERATION